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eBlessings International Daily Devotional Archives
enrich, inspire, encourage, bless, and empower spiritual warriors for end-time battles!
Visit DOT, and WOW Empowerment Series, plus Prophecy, Spiritual Keys & Lessons, IA, PP and more...

Each One! Bless One!
You Make a Difference!

* * * * *

What makes life difficult is not the presence of problems but the absence of God.

"And do not (for a moment) be frightened or intimidated in anything by

your opponents and adversaries, for such (constancy and fearlessness)

will be a clear sign (proof and seal) to them of (their impending)

destruction; but (a sure token and evidence) of your deliverance and

salvation, and that from God.”

PHILIPPIANS 1:28 (Amplified Bible)

rdinary People. Men and women who made headlines were ordinary

people who decided to attempt great things with the supernatural power of

God which comes on their ordinary attempts to make them super-ordinary. They

know they must fight. They know to fight is not enough, but they must win. They

have 3 characteristics.

1. People of Courage. Courage is an act of determination and stickability

(persistence, perseverance). Courage does not mean there is no obstacle. The

enemies (of God) will always be there. But a person of courage keeps on going,

enemy or no enemy. You cannot win in this season without courage. Every

man's life has seasons. God has a place and an assignment for us, no matter

our season in life. You and I will always be needed by someone. (Isaiah 41:6)

Respond to this need today with courage. (Deuteronomy 31:6, Psalm 31:24)
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2. Be Conscious of His Presence. They are people who are conscious of God's

presence. You cannot pass through the shadows of life alone. You cannot

confront any obstacle without God as your Source. University certificate or

Diploma becomes impotent at the presence of a mountain. Go out today with the

consciousness of God's presence. (Joshua 1:9; Hebrews 13:5)

3. Know God fights with us. They know God will fight for them. God is the one

who marks life’s scripts, not your enemy or His enemies. As Born-again

Christians, we can confront the enemy (our enemies and the enemies of God)

knowing it is God who fights for us. (Joshua 10:25)
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